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About Thales
The people you rely on to safeguard your privacy rely on Thales to protect their data, the cloud and software. When it 
comes to data security, organizations are faced with an increasing amount of decisive moments. Whether the moment 
is building an encryption strategy, licensing software, providing trusted access to the cloud, or meeting compliance 
mandates, you can rely on Thales to secure your digital transformation.

30,000
Customers around the world

2,600
Employees in 50+ countries

750
Research engineers in 
8 centers of excellence

350+
Partnerships with leading
technology providers

180
Countries where we sell our
digital security solutions

Statistics from Thales Cloud Protection and Licensing:



Providing a safer, more secure world 
powered by the cloud, data and software
Data protection against  
increasing threats
According to the Thales Data Threat Report, 60 percent of organizations 

have been breached sometime in their history. This is increasingly 

serious when nearly all organizations will use sensitive data in digitally 

transformative technologies. However, less than 30% of companies 

have deployed encryption to protect data in digital transformation 

environments. Thales helps businesses and organizations defend 

their data in a digital world where there is no defined perimeter with 

advanced encryption, key management and tokenization solutions.

Trusted access  
in a zero trust world
Traditional security models operate on the assumption that everything 

inside corporate networks can be trusted. However, given the increasing 

adoption of cloud services and sophistication of cyber attacks, new 

security approaches are needed to ensure the individuals accessing 

cloud services and corporate resources can be trusted, verified and 

deliver on compliance mandates.  

Our access management solutions help organizations provide secure, 

trusted access to cloud services and applications with user friendly single 

sign-on and robust multi-factor authentication.

Security for a  
cloud-first world
The cloud gives organizations the agility and efficiency to instantly 

introduce new services, expand operations, and enter new markets. But 

the lack of physical control of infrastructure brings a whole host of data 

security issues, including privileged user abuse, data leakage, regulatory 

requirements, and many more. Our solutions help organizations secure 

their cloud transformation, reduce breach exposure and achieve 

compliance with encryption and key management solutions that keep 

you in control of your data in any cloud while also providing simple, 

secure access to cloud services with integrated access management, 

authentication and single sign-on.

Enabling a world  
powered by software
Just as important as the cloud, software is increasingly crucial for business 

performance and new revenue opportunities. This is especially true for 

businesses that are shifting away from hardware as their main revenue 

driver in favor of software. Our software licensing and monetization 

solutions help manufacturers, device makers and software companies 

license, deliver and protect their software in order to generate new 

revenue streams, improve operational efficiency, increase customer 

satisfaction and gain valuable business insights. 

Security that integrates with  
your technology ecosystem
With one of the industry’s largest data protection technology ecosystems, 

Thales solutions integrate with the most widely used technologies to 

protect and secure access to your mission-critical applications and data. 

Through the Thales partner program, we have established partnerships 

with more than 500 global technology organizations who are committed 

to architecting solutions to meet secure cloud and digital transformation 

initiatives. Thales partners with leading resellers, system integrators, 

distributors, managed service providers and technology companies to 

meet the data protection and compliance needs of the most security-

conscious organizations around the world.



The people we all rely on to make the 
world go round – they rely on Thales

10 largest 
retailers in 
the world

10 of the largest  
manufacturers 
in the world

5 largest software 
companies 
in the world10 largest banks 

in the world

10 largest  
healthcare 
companies  
in the world 5 largest cloud service 

providers  
in the world

Today’s enterprises depend on the cloud, data and software  
in order to be confident in decisive moments.
That’s why the most respected brands and largest organizations 
in the world rely on Thales to help them protect and secure 
access to their most sensitive information and software 
wherever it is created, shared or stored – from the cloud and 
data centers to devices and across networks. Our solutions 
enable organizations to move to the cloud securely, achieve 
compliance with confidence, and create more value from their 
software in devices and services used by millions of consumers 
every day.

We are the worldwide leader in data and software protection, 
providing everything an organization needs to protect and 
manage its data, identities and intellectual property – through 
advanced encryption, access management and software 
licensing solutions. Whether it’s securing the cloud, protecting 
digital payments, or building software to power the Internet 
of Things, organizations around the globe rely on Thales to 
confidently accelerate their digital transformation.



Data Encryption & Key Management

Securing sensitive data is a priority for every organization. Whether your data is at rest, in motion, or in use, 
you can rely on Thales to enable the most effective encryption strategies for your enterprise environments. 
Does your enterprise have an encryption strategy?

Data Discovery and Classification

The crucial first step in compliance is to understand what constitutes sensitive data, where and how it is 
stored, and who can access it. Data Discovery and Classification enables organizations to get complete 
visibility of sensitive data across cloud, big data, and traditional environments. Do you know where all of 
your sensitive data is stored?

Compliance & Data Privacy

Data security regulations present an increasingly complex challenge for global organizations. Wherever  
you operate and whatever the regulation, you can rely on Thales to help you achieve and maintain 
compliance, improving your security and managing your risk. Is your business ready for today's data 
compliance challenge?

Access Management & Authentication

Moving applications to the cloud brings not only increased risks of data breaches but also the challenges of 
simplifying access for users and enabling compliance. Regardless of the size of your business, you can rely 
on Thales to deliver secure, trusted access to all cloud services. Do you have secure access to all of your 
cloud services?

Cloud Security

Confidence in data security is essential, whether it’s accessing cloud services or storing data across multiple 
cloud environments. You can rely on Thales to deliver simple, secure access and encryption solutions to protect 
sensitive data in any cloud. How will you secure your data in the cloud?

Software Licensing & Protection

Software is crucial for business performance and new revenue opportunities. As your company shifts from 
hardware to a software-based business, you can rely on Thales to generate new revenue streams, improve 
operational efficiency and gain valuable insights from your software. Can you deliver software the way 
your customers want to consume it?

Digital transformation is reshaping industries as more and more 
organizations look to build their businesses using the cloud, 
data and software. The success of these transformations will 
ultimately depend on whether these digital services, identities and 
transactions can be secured and trusted.

 

At Thales, we are at the heart of making this new digital world 
possible. As the worldwide leader in digital security, we protect 
more data, identities, software and transactions than any other 
company and enable tens of thousands of businesses and 
organizations to deliver trusted digital services to billions of 
individuals around the world.

What will be your decisive moment to protect your data and software?



Decisive 
technology 
for decisive 
moments
The people you rely on to safeguard your privacy rely on Thales to 
protect the cloud, data, and software. When it comes to data security, 
organizations are faced with an increasing amount of decisive moments. 
Whether the moment is building an encryption strategy, licensing 
software, trusted access to the cloud, or meeting compliance mandates 
– you can rely on Thales to secure your digital transformation.

Software Licensing 
Software Delivery 

Software Protection

Data Discovery and  
Classification, Data Encryption  
Key Management Tokenization

# 1
Worldwide in 
Data Encryption

# 1
Worldwide in 
Key Management

# 1
Worldwide in 
Software Licensing 
& Entitlements

# 1
Worldwide in 
Software Protection

Companies, governments and organizations 
rely on Thales to discover and protect their most 
sensitive data. Our advanced data encryption, key 
management and tokenization solutions enable 
customers to secure digital payments, achieve 
compliance, and protect and remain in control of 
their data wherever it resides – across the cloud, 
data centers, networks and hybrid IT environments.

The world’s largest companies rely on Thales to 
help license, deliver and protect the software in 
their devices and services. Our software licensing, 
entitlement management and protection solutions 
help companies across a wide range of industries 
generate new revenue streams, improve operational 
efficiency, increase customer satisfaction and gain 
valuable business insights from their software.

Cloud Protection 
and Licensing
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General Purpose HSMs 
Payment HSMs 
Cloud HSMs

Access Management 
Authenticaton 
Single Sign On

# 1
Worldwide in  
General 
Purpose HSMs

# 1
Worldwide in 
Payment HSMs 

# 1
Worldwide in 
Cloud HSMs

# 2
Worldwide in 
Cloud-Based 
Authentication 

Business, governments and organizations rely on 
Thales to provide the security for their most sensitive 
applications and transactions. Our industry-leading 
hardware security modules provide the root of 
trust that protects the cryptographic functions 
and infrastructure for the most security-conscious 
organizations in the world.

Businesses, organizations and governments rely on 
Thales to validate millions of identities every day. 
Our industry-leading authentication and access 
management solutions help prevent data breaches 
and enable organizations migrate to the cloud 
simply and securely.

Cloud Protection 
and Licensing
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Americas 
Arboretum Plaza II, 9442 Capital of Texas Highway North, 

Suite 100, Austin, TX 78759 USA 
Tel: +1 888 343 5773 or +1 512 257 3900 

Fax: +1 954 888 6211 | E-mail: sales@thalesesec.com

Asia Pacific – Thales Transport & Security (HK) Ltd 
Unit 4101-3, 41/F, Sunlight Tower, 248 Queen’s Road East 

Wanchai, Hong Kong | Tel: +852 2815 8633 
Fax: +852 2815 8141 | E-mail: apacsales.cpl@thalesgroup.com

Europe, Middle East, Africa 
350 Longwater Ave, Green Park, 
Reading, Berkshire, UK RG2 6GF 

Tel: +44 (0)1844 201800 | Fax: +44 (0)1844 208550 
E-mail: emea.sales@thales-esecurity.com

> cpl.thalesgroup.com <
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https://www.thalesesecurity.com/thales-gemalto

